Abstract-Fast service placement, finding a set of nodes with enough free capacity of computation, storage, and network connectivity, is a routine task in daily cloud administration. In this work, we formulate this as a subgraph matching problem. DifTerent from the traditional setting, including approximate and probabilistic graphs, subgraph matching on data-center networks has two unique properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic graphs have been applied to model frequently updated data-center networks [24] . Node/edge on these graphs contain numerical values describing network states, such as machines' CPU/memory usage and links' available bandwidth. These numerical values are frequently updated to reflect net work dynamics [24] .
Given a cloud residing in a data-center network, it is important to place services into the cloud so that users' requirements are satisfied [2] , [14] . Cloud service placement can be naturally formulated as dynamic subgraph matching queries: Given a large dynamic graph G with numerical node/edge labels and a smaller query graph Q with user specified numerical node/edge labels (e. g. , required computa tion and communication resources), the goal is to return a set of subgraphs of G, each of which is structurally isomorphic to Q, and whose node/edge labels are compatible with Q (i. e. , the corresponding nodes/edges can provide enough computation and network resources). Consider the following example.
Example 1: In Fig. 1 , an accounting service is defined as a query graph. Numerical labels on nodes represent the amount of memory required for diverse types of servers, while labels on edges represent the amount of bandwidth required among servers. Given such a query graph, a cloud administrator is obliged to find a subgraph from a dynamic cloud graph to place the service. A qualifying subgraph should be structurally A user-defined accounting service with diverse memory and bandwidth requirements on nodes and edges isomorphic to the query graph, and its nodes/edges should have enough resources to satisfy the specified requirements.
The aforementioned subgraph matching problem not only brings a new, critical graph query application, but also new challenges to existing techniques. First, existing graph index ing techniques, e. g. , [9] , [17] , [32] , [40] , [45] , [46] , are focused more on graph structure and fixed node/edge labels, while data-center networks usually have quite stable structure, but more frequent label updates. Although some incremental graph indexing algorithms are available [40] , they are not designed to accommodate frequent label updates (e. g. , 10-50% node/edge labels are updated every 10 seconds [24] ). Second, exist ing techniques supporting approximate or probabilistic graph matching can hardly handle partially ordered numerical labels in service placement. For example, a server with 32G free memory can accommodate a service requiring IG memory, even when these two values are very different from each other. These challenges motivate us to develop a new graph indexing mechanism that is specific for data-center networks and service placement.
In this work, we propose a graph index fr amework Gradin (Graph index for Qynamic graphs with numerical labels) to address the above challenges. Gradin encodes subgraphs into multi-dimensional vectors and organizes them such that it can efficiently search the matches of a query's subgraphs and combine them into full matches of the query graph. First, we propose a multi-dimensional index that supports vector search and is able to handle frequent updates. Different from existing indices that are efficient for index updates but suffer fr om low pruning power, we develop a search algorithm that preserves the pruning power. Moreover, we present a theoretical analysis of how index parameters affect update and search performance. Second, we propose pruning techniques to enable a fast combination of partial matches of a query graph. A naIve solution is costly, when the number of matches for a query's subgraphs is large. Using a minimum cover of subgraphs in a query and subgraphs' fingerprints, our method is able to significantly improve query response time.
Our main contribution is the identification of a key applica tion of graph query in cloud computing, and the formulation of a new graph index framework that accelerates subgraph matching on dynamic graphs of numerical labels. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on this topic. Using both real and synthetic datasets, we demonstrate that Gradin outperforms the baseline approaches up to 10 times.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
For the sake of simplicity, we examine undirected graphs where only nodes have single labels, and assume that labels are normalized [2] , [25] . Our work can be extended to general graphs where both nodes and edges have multiple labels.
Data graph. A data graph G is represented by a tuple (V, E, A), where (1) V is a finite set of nodes; (2) E � V x V is a set of edges; and (3) A : V -+ [0,1] is a function that assigns a numerical label to each node u E V.
Query graph. A query graph is defined as Q (VI, EI , AI,p), where (1) VI and EI are a node set and an edge set, respectively; (2) AI : VI -+ [0,1] is a labeling function; and (3) p is a predicate function that assigns a predicate for each node ul E VI. In other words, p specifies search conditions: p( ul, u) defines a predicate AI (u/) op A( u), where (1) ul is a node in a query graph; (2) u is a matched node of ul in a data graph; and (3) op is a comparison operator drawn from the set {<, :s;, = , #, ;::: , >}. Here, we focus on the predicate AI ( u/) :s; A ( u).
Compatibility. Given two graphs HI = (VI, EI, AI ) and H2 = (V2, E2, A2 )' H2 is compatible with HI, if (1) HI is structurally graph isomorphic to H2 by a bijective function f: VI -+ V2; and (2) \;fu E VI, AI(U) :s; A2(f(u)).
Graph update in data centers. In data-center networks, the most frequent updates come from numerical values on nodes and edges. (1) Update frequency is close to, or even higher than query frequency, and (2) a large portion (10 -50%) of nodes/edges in a data graph are frequently updated. In contrast, the physical connections of nodes are relatively stable. Thus, topological update is not the focus of this study.
Definition 1 (Dynamic subgraph matching): Given a data graph G with its node/edge labels frequently updated, a query graph Q, and an integer r, Dynamic subgraph matching for cloud service placement is to find up to r compatible subgraphs of Q from G.
The number of returned subgraphs r is decided by ap plications. To place a service into a cloud, we might need more than one compatible subgraphs in order to optimize the performance of the whole cloud [20] : (1) some compatible subgraphs might not be available due to the network dynamics and the query processing delay; and (2) cloud administrators might be interested in optimizing other performance metrics, such as network congestion [1] and transmission cost [20] .
Dynamic subgraph matching is a hard problem. By a reduction from the well-known subgraph isomorphism prob lem [12] , the problem can be shown to be NP-complete. On the other hand, for small query graphs and sparse data-center networks, it is possible to build indices to solve the matching problem in a practical manner. In the following sections, we investigate the feasibility and principles of building a graph index on networks with partially ordered numerical labels, and study how to speed up index update while preserving search speed. We will also discuss how to optimize query processing.
III. AN OVERVIEW OF GRAD IN

Fragment.
A fragment h = (Vh' Eh , Ah) is a connected subgraph from a graph H = (V, E, A), where (1) Vh C V and Eh C E are a node set and an edge set, respectively; and (2) \;fu E Vh, Ah(u) = A(u).
In particular, we use g to denote a fragment extracted from a data graph G, referred as a graph fragment, and use q to denote a fragment extracted fr om a query graph Q, referred as a query fragment. To facilitate index building and searching, we represent fragments by fragment coordinates.
Fragment coordinate. Given the canonical labeling [39] of a fragment h of k nodes, the fragment coordinate, denoted by x(h), is a k-dimensional vector, where the i-th dimension contains the information about the i-th visited node in its canonical labeling. In particular, the i-th dimension of a fr agment coordinate could either be the id or the label of the i-th visited node in the canonical labeling. The coordinate (VI, V2, V3, V4 ) stores node id information, and the coordinate (0. 1,0.7,0.6,0.3) stores node label informa tion. Note that each graph has a unique canonical labeling, and the fragment coordinates specify how to assign ids and labels to nodes and edges.
In addition, we refer to the coordinate of node id in formation as an id coordinate, and the coordinate of label information as a label coordinate. When the context is clear, the term fragment coordinate is used without ambiguity.
Let Q be a query graph. A region in a data graph is worth searching, if for any query fr agment q, the region contains graph fragments that are compatible with q; otherwise, we can safely exclude that region from search. Gradin implements this idea in two components: offiine index construction and online query processing.
Offline index construction. Let G be a data graph and S be a graph structure set that is decided by existing structure selection algorithms [40] . For each structure s E S, we use subgraph mining technique [39] 1T':"1:'C "..:. ., all the graph fragments in G of the structure s, Using the canonical labeling of structures as keywords, graph fragments are organized by inverted indices, To further optimize search and storage, graph fragments in the inverted indices are denoted by their fragment coordinates, Fig, 3 (a) illustrates an example of the offline index con struction, G is a data graph at the top-left corner, and S at the top-right corner is a set of structures we aim to index, First, VSi -all graph fragments corresponding to structure Si -are mined from the data graph, Using an inverted index, the canonical labeling of Si points to V Si' In particular, the inverted index stores fr agment coordinates, Online query processing, As shown in Fig, 3(b) , given a query graph Q, Gradin searches the compatible subgraphs of Q in three steps, (1) Decomposition, Gradin decomposes Q into query fr agments, whose structures have been indexed, (2) Filter, For each query fragment q, Gradin first finds the set of graph fragments sharing the same structure, and only returns those fragments that are compatible with q, The returned set of graph fragments is also referred to as candidate set Cq, (3) Join, Gradin conducts fr agment join among candidate sets, By stitching fr agments in candidate sets, Gradin returns compatible subgraphs for Q,
To provide a good query processing performance, Gradin needs to enable fast search and join at the filter and the join phase, We need to address two challenges: (1) frequent updates and (2) the large search space for fr agment join, Frequent updates, It is preferable to build a search index for Vs (the graph fragments of structure s), especially when the size of Vs is very large (e,g" the number of 3-star, a star structure with three branches, in a medium-size data center network reaches 10M), However, when node labels are frequently updated, it is non-trivial to build the desired search index, On the one hand, a sophisticated search index (e,g" R tree [16] ) offers strong pruning power; however, it is costly to perform updates [29] , On the other hand, a simple search index (e,g" an inverted index) provides faster index update speed; however, the index's pruning power decreases and longer time is needed for filtering the remaining candidates, In Sect IV, we discuss how we address this challenge,
The large search space for fragment join, This challenge includes two aspects, First, since the size of a candidate set can be very large, a na"ive join algorithm will be extremely slow, Second, since a query graph might be decomposed into dozens of query fragments (e,g" a 1O-star query graph contains 110 query fragments of no more than 2 edges), it is preferable to select a subset of query fragments that covers the query graph and minimizes the amount of redundant intermediate results, In Sect. V, we propose a two-step algorithm that prunes the large search space for fragment join, IV FRAGMENT INDEX In this section, we present an index FracFilter that efficiently processes frequent updates, and preserves search speed, A, Nai've solutions Let Vs be the set of graph fragments of structure s, There are three basic options to build a search index for Vs: (1) R-tree variant, (2) inverted index, or (3) grid index, R-tree variant. One might build R-tree variants [5] , [16] based on fragment label coordinates to offer good pruning power. However, when node labels are frequently updated, the search trees will process a massive number of update opera tions, Update operations on R-tree variants are costly [29] , Even though with sophisticated insertion strategies R-tree like search structures can process around 16,000 updates per second [29] , they will spend a considerable amount of time in processing index updates, For example, in a data-center network of 3,000 nodes, when 30% node labels are updated, in the case of graph fragments of the structure 3-star, more than 5M label coordinates need to be updated, Therefore, the state-of-the-art R-tree variant might take more than 5 minutes to update the index, As queries need to wait on index update, the throughput of the whole system will suffer, Inverted index, One might consider fragment id coordinates, and build inverted indices on id coordinates with the canonical labeling as keywords, To prune unpromising graph fragments for a query fr agment qs, we have to verify all graph fragments in Vs' Since updates on node labels never change id coordi nates, these indices take little index update cost; however, the size ofVs is usually large (e,g" tens of millions), so a thorough scan will slow down query processing, Grid index, One might apply grid indices to allow affordable update operations [3] , [28] , The general idea is as follows, (1) The multi-dimensional space of label coordinates are partitioned into grids, (2) The fragments in the same grid are managed with a light-weight data structure (e,g" list), (3) If a fragment label coordinate is updated, update operations will be conducted only when the updated coordinate moves out of the original grid, (4) When a query fragment arrives, we issue a range query based on its label coordinate: (a) mark those fr agments in the grids that are fully covered by the range query as candidates; and (b) verify those fragments in the grids that are partially covered by the range query, Note that the search speed depends on the amount of time taken by verification, If we apply a naIve method that compares the targeted graph fr agments with the query fragments, it will take a considerable amount of time, Consider the following example, Example 2,' 10M graph fragments of the structure 3-star (Le" 4D coordinates) are managed by a grid index with 10,000 grids. Suppose graph fragments are uniformly distributed, each grid covers 1,000 fragments. A 10-star query has 720 query fragments of the structure 3-star. Suppose a query fragment is uniformly distributed, it will partially cover 505 grids in average. Therefore, a query fragment needs up to 4 * 505 * 1000 = 2.02M comparisons to complete verification, and in total we need up to 720 * 2.02M = 1454.4M comparisons for one indexed structure.
In Example 2, we consider the case of node labels and single label per node. In a general case of edge labels and multiple labels per node/edge, the number of comparisons will proportionally increase. Therefore, the verification phase will slow down by a large amount of comparisons.
In the following discussion, we introduce an index FracFilter that addresses both update and search issues.
FracFilter is a grid-based index that inherits the merit of update efficiency; moreover, we propose a verification algorithm that accelerates search by avoiding redundant comparisons.
B. FracFilter construction
We start with the construction of FracFilter. For an indexed structure, a FracFilter is constructed by two steps: (1) it partitions the label coordinate space into grids, and (2) maps graph fragments into the corresponding grids. Partition the space into grids. Let A be a positive integer, called grid density, ns be the number of fragments with struc ture s, and d be the number of dimensions for fr agments ' label coordinates. One partition strategy is to uniformly slice label coordinate space into A parts for each dimension; however, this strategy might result in unacceptable index searching and updating performance when label coordinate distribution is skew. Therefore, we consider to use the empirical distribution of label coordinates in each dimension to partition the space:
(1) slice each dimension into A parts, and each part contains �' fragments; and (2) independently repeat this procedure in each dimension. In this way, we obtain A d d-dimensional grids in total. Moreover, each grid is associated with a grid id represented by a base-A integer. Suppose the i-th dimension of a grid falls into the j-th partition, then the i-th bit of the grid id is j. The advantages of using the above way to assign a grid id include (1) the ease of designing fragment mapping functions, and (2) the ease of avoiding redundant comparisons (discussed in Sect. IV-C). Fig. 4 demonstrates two FracFilters of density 2 and 4, respectively, on a 2-dimensional space: (1) grids are disjoint, (2) a point (fragment) is covered by one and only one grid, and (3) the whole space is covered.
Map fragments into grids. Let 9 be a graph fragment, x(g) = (Xl, X2, ... , Xk ) be g's fragment coordinate, and gid be the id of the grid to which 9 should be mapped. The mapping function is designed as follows. (1) Starting with Xl, if Xl falls into the jl -th partition, we set the first bit of gid to be jl' (2) At the i-th dimension, if Xi falls into the ji-th partition, we set the i-th bit of gid to be j;. (3) Repeat this process for all dimensions. we use lists to manage fragments in grids.
The pseudo code of the construction algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 for reference. The above construction algorithm shows that a FracFilter can be constructed in linear time, and the following result indicates the computation complexity.
Input:
(1) grid density .\; (2) the number of dimensions d; (3) a list of label coordinates of 'Os, frag;
Output: a FracFilter, filter. (1) The construction algorithm will be executed once for each indexed structure. In other words, if we index 5 struc tures and obtain 5 sets of graph fragments, the construction algorithm will be executed for 5 times, and each run builds a FracFilter for the corresponding structure. (2) We define the grid density A and divide each dimension into A partitions for the ease of discussion. Indeed, with little modification, the construction algorithm along with its theoretical results works in the cases where each dimension is divided into a variable number of partitions.
C. Searching in FracFilter
In this section, we present how a FracFilter avoids unneces sary comparisons and accelerates search for a query fragment. When a query fragment arrives, we formulate a range query that is a multi-dimensional box with the query fragment's label coordinate as the bottom corner and (1.0,1.0, ... , 1.0) as the top corner. The range query divides the label coordinate space into three regions Rl, R2, and R3: (1) Rl contains the grids that are fully covered by the range query; (2) R2 contains the grids that are partially covered by the range query; and (3) R3 contains rest of the grids. Fig. 6 gives examples of Rl, R2, and R3. In particular, we mark fragments in Rl as candidates, discard fragments in R3, and verify fragments in R2. 
Fig . 6 . The same query fr agment (the red dot) requests fr agment searching on two FracFilters of density 2 (left) and 4 (right).
For graph fragments in R2, a na' ive verification algorithm blindly makes comparisons in every dimension; however, for some dimensions, comparisons are unnecessary. Consider an example in Fig. 6 we only need to consider dim l .
Let cq be the grid where a query fragment falls, and C be a grid in R2 . We obtain the following pruning rule.
Comparisons at the i-th dimension are necessary, only if the i-th bit of cq's id equals the i-th bit of c's id.
A natural question is how many comparisons we can avoid from this rule. Suppose that (1) label coordinates of graph fragments are uniformly distributed in grids and (2) a query fragment's label coordinate is uniformly distributed in grids as well, the following result shows the expected number of comparisons a FracFilter makes for verification. 
We show the expected number of comparisons a FracFilter requires for an arbitrary query fragment. (1) The probability that a query fragment falls into grid cq with a base-
The number of grids in R2 that need d more comparisons for each graph fr agment is 1 (cq itself), the number of grids that need d -1 more comparisons is L � = l (A -aj -1), and in general, the number of grids that need d -k more comparisons for each graph fragment is L (jd2,. .. ,jk)IT7=1( A-a fi -1) where (jl,j2,'" ,j k ) enu merates all k-combinations of (1, 2, ... , d). Taking summation over all possible cq, the number of grids that need
. Thus, the expected number of comparisons IS derived by
Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved.
• Consider an inverted index that scans the whole set of graph fr agments taking dns comparisons, and a naIve verification algorithm on a grid index that scans d A n,t [(
in average (the derivation is similar to the proof of Theo rem 1). The ratio from the number of comparisons made by a
FracFilter to the number by the inverted index is
similarly, the ratio from a FracFilter to the naIve verification
In other words, when d -7 (a 3-star fragment with single node and edge labels), and A = 25, this ratio is lower than 0.005 for the inverted index, and lower than 0. 18 for the naIve verification algorithm.
Remark.
(1) Theorem 1 demonstrates that a FracFilter of a larger grid density has a faster pruning speed in average. In particular, when A d � '�t, the first derivatives of the above ratios will be negative so that the efficiency will increase if A increases; moreover, when A d � n :i ', the second derivatives of the above ratios will be positive so that the efficiency gain will diminish if A increases. (2) Although in practice graph fr agments might not strictly uniformly distributed in grids, our experimental results show that FracFilter performs well with both real and synthetic fragment distributions in Sect. VI.
D. Index update in FracFilter
In this section, we discuss the update operations in FracFilter. When a graph fragment is updated, it triggers one of the two events in FracFilter: bounded or migration. (1) If an update triggers bounded, the fr agment stays in the same grid. (2) If an update triggers migration, the fragment moves out of the old grid, and moves into another one.
Given a fragment update, FracFilter is updated in two steps: (1) find which grid should accommodate the updated fragment; and (2) decide which event this update triggers and take the corresponding action to update FracFilter. In the second step, if the update triggers event bounded, it takes no update operation; if the update triggers event migration, it takes two operations: (a) delete the fragment from the old grid's fragment list, and (b) insert the updated fragment into the right grid.
Suppose the label coordinate of an updated fr agment is uniformly distributed in the space, we obtain the following complexity result for index update in FracFilter. grid density. Note that a larger grid density A brings better search performance at the cost of higher memory usage and slower update performance. In practice, one can try different A, and use the one that best fit the application.
V. OPTIMIZE QUERY PROCESSING In this section, we discuss how to accelerate subgraph matching at the fragment join phase. Various heuristics have been proposed to join paths or two-level trees in a selected order such that the amount of redundant intermediate results is reduced [31] , [46] . Different from these studies, we deal with general subgraphs in this work. In particular, we need to address two critical issues. First, we need to define the join selectivity of general subgraphs, and propose an algorithm to find a set of query fragments that minimizes redundancy. Second, in a considerable number of cases, no matter which join order we apply, a naive join will take a long time. Consider the following example.
Example 3: Cql' Cq2, and Cq3 are the candidate sets of query fragment q1, q2, and q3, and the size of these candidate sets is uniformly 106. In the data graph, there is no matched subgraph, but we do not know it when we conduct the join. In this case, no matter how we place the join order, a naive join for the first two candidate sets will take 101 2 comparisons.
In this paper, we propose a two-step method to address the above issue: (1) we use minimum fragment cover to find a set of query fragments whose candidate sets potentially involve the minimum amount of redundant intermediate results; and (2) fingerprint based pruning is applied to prune redundant comparisons between a pair of candidate sets.
A. Minimum fragment cover
Minimum fragment cover finds a small set of selective query fragments with small candidate sets to reduce computation cost at the join phase, with the constraint that the result of fragment join over this small set of query fragments is equivalent to that over the whole set of query fragments. There are two intuitions behind minimum fragment cover. (1) We only need a subset of query fragments that jointly cover all nodes and edges in the query graph, and we refer to such a subset as a fragment cover. (2) As there are multiple ways to select fragment covers, one might prefer to take the one of a smaller search space for fragment join. In the following, we define an optimization problem that implements the above intuition.
Given a fragment cover {q1, Q2, ... , Q k } and their corresponding candidate sets {Cql' Cq2, ... , Cqk}, the joint search space size is bounded by exp (J),
Indeed, one may prefer a fragment cover that optimizes the upper bound J. Therefore, with J as the objective function, we define the minimum fragment cover problem as follows. Definition 2 (Minimum fragment cover): Given a query graph Q with its whole set of query fragments {Q1, Q2, ... , Qt} and their candidate sets {C ql' C q2' ... , C ql}, a minimum fragment cover is a subset of query fragments {Qil' Qi2' ... , Qik} such that (1) this subset is a fragment cover, and (2) its corresponding J is minimum.
However, the following result indicates that it is difficult to find the minimum fragment cover in polynomial time. Instead, one can obtain an approximated solution in polynomial time with approximation guarantee.
Theorem 3: The minimum fragment cover problem is NP complete; however, there exist greedy algorithms with an approximation ratio O(ln n ) , where n is the sum of the number of nodes and the number of edges.
Proof To prove the NP-completeness of the minimum fr agment cover problem, one could reduce an arbitrary set cover instance [12] to a minimum fragment cover instance by (1) constructing a depth-1 tree where each leaf maps to an element in the ground set and (2) constructing a smaller depth-1 tree for each set where a leaf maps to an element contained by the set. One can verify that this transformation runs in polynomial time, and a solution to the transformed instance is a solution to the original set cover instance. Since the minimum fragment cover problem is NP, the NP-completeness of the problem follows. Moreover, an arbitrary minimum fr agment cover instance can be easily transformed into a set cover instance. Therefore, the approximation guarantee O(ln n ) for set cover [12] can be applied to minimum fragment cover. In sum, the correctness of Theorem 3 is proved.
•
B. Fingerprint based pruning
The intuition of fingerprint based pruning includes two as pects. (1) Given a fragment cover, it is preferable to join frag ments in an order such that it results in connected subgraphs at every intermediate step. Indeed, disconnected subgraphs at intermediate step will lead to an explosion of the search space. To obtain a connected intermediate subgraph, two query fr agments at any intermediate step have to share a set of nodes. In other words, these overlapping and non-overlapping nodes form the join conditions for graph fragments. (2) Suppose join operations are conducted between two candidate sets Cq1 and Cq2 where Q1 and Q2 share several common nodes. Let gi be a graph fragment fr om Cq1. It is very likely that only a small portion of graph fragments in Cq2 share the required common nodes with gi; meanwhile, only this small portion of graph fr agments are worth checking. Therefore, instead of linearly scanning Cq2, it is preferable for gi to only check those graph fr agments of the required common nodes. With this spirit, we propose fingerprint based pruning that (1) extracts the required common nodes for fragment join, (2) makes fingerprints based on these common nodes, and (3) prunes redundant search if two fragments have different fingerprints. To illustrate how we perform fingerprint based pruning, an example is presented in Fig. 8 .
First, for a query graph Q, three query fragments ql, q2, and q3 form a fragment cover, and their id coordinates are Third, starting with ql and q2, they share V2 that is the second dimension of ql'S id coordinate, and the first dimension of q2'S id coordinate. Thus, for each graph fragment gi in the candidate set of q2, the fingerprint of gi is constructed by the node id at the first dimension of its id coordinate. Using fingerprints as keys, graph fr agments from q2'S candidate set are organized by an inverted index. Given a graph fragment g j from Cq1, we first extract its fingerprint by the node id at the second dimension of its id coordinate. With its fingerprint, we search Q2'S inverted index, and only check those graph fragments sharing g j ' S fingerprint.
Fourth, at intermediate steps, a similar procedure is con ducted. As shown in Fig. 8 , the intermediate query graph Q4 is obtained by joining Ql and Q2, and we next join Q4 with Q3.
The common nodes of Q4 and Q3 are node V3 and node V5. V3 and V5 are the nodes at the third and the fourth dimension of Q4 'S id coordinate; meanwhile, they are at the first and second dimension of Q3's id coordinate. Similarly, we obtain the fingerprints of Q3's candidate fragments, and organize them by an inverted index. For a graph fragment gi of Q4, we first extract gi ' S fingerprint, locate those graph fragments sharing its fingerprint by Q3'S inverted index, and only check those promising graph fragments. In addition, given a fragment cover, the join order is determined by a heuristic algorithm. We start with the query fragment of the smallest candidate set in the fragment cover. At each step, we select the query fragment that shares common nodes with the query fr agments that have been joined. If there exist multiple such query fragments, we select the one with the smallest candidate set. We repeat this process until all the query fragments in a fragment cover are joined.
VI. EX PERIMENTS
Using real and synthetic data, we conducted three sets of experiments to evaluate the performance Gradin. Both real and synthetic data are used to evaluate Gradin's performance on query processing and index construction/update. The synthetic data is used to study its scalability.
Gradin is implemented in C++. All experiments were ex ecuted on a machine powered by an Intel Core i7-2620M 2.7GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM, using Ubuntu 12. 10 with GCC 4.7.2. Each experiment was run 10 times. In particular, for query processing, each run includes 100 query graphs. For all experiments, their average results are presented.
A. Experiment setup
Data graphs. We used the following network topologies as data graphs. (1) BCUBE is a network architecture for data centers [15] . We generated BCUBE networks as follows. (a) The number of nodes in the networks ranges from 3, 000 to 15,000 with step 2,000; and (b) the average degree of a network is between 18 and 20. In particular, a BCUBE network of 3,000 nodes was used to compare Gradin with its baselines, and the rest networks were used to evaluate Gradin's scalability. (2) Numerical labels and updates. We obtained the numerical labels and their updates fr om the ClusterData 2 . It contains the trace data from about 11k machines over about a month-long period in May 201 1 [25] . For each machine, we extracted its CPU and memory usage traces, and each trace is represented as a sequence of normalized numerical values between 0 and 1. Moreover, we randomly mapped a cluster machine to a node in a data graph, and obtained numerical labels on nodes along with their updates. In particular, we applied the node labels/updates from ClusterData to the evaluation for query processing (Sect. VI-B) and indexing performance (Sect. VI-C).
In order to explore how our technique performs on different numerical label distributions, we generated labels and updates fr om statistical distributions of estimated parameters (using ClusterData as sample data). The generated labels are applied to the evaluation for scalability in Sect. VI-D.
Query graphs. As query graphs are usually small [36] , [46] , we consider all possible connected graphs of 3 to 10 edges as possible queries, and the numerical labels on nodes are randomly drawn from 0 to 1.
Baselines.
Five baselines are considered: VF2, UpdAII, NaiveGrid, NaiveJoin, and UpdNo. (1) VF2 [8] is a state of-the-art subgraph search algorithm without any index. (2) UpdA11 indexes fragment label coordinates with multi dimensional search trees. This index enables fast candidate search; however, update operations are costly on the search tree. In particular, we implemented two versions of search trees: (a) a multi-dimensional binary tree of better update pro cessing performance is used to compare indexing performance in Sect. VI-C; and (b) an R-tree [16] 4 r----r-.-----r---.-----,r----r---- 
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B. Query processing
In the first set of experiments, we investigated the query processing performance of Gradin on the BCUBE graph of 3,000 nodes (B3000) and the largest CAIDA graph (CAIDA).
Since a service placement task might require multiple com patible subgraphs to be returned [1] , [20] , in the experiments, the number of returned compatible subgraphs r is set to be 5, 10, or 100. Formally, given a graph G, taking a query graph Q as input, we find up to r compatible subgraphs.
Pruning power. We evaluate the pruning power of Gradin, UpdAII, NaiveGrid, and UpdNo, by measuring comparison cost ratio and filtering time. (1) Comparison cost ratio defines the ratio from the amount of label comparisons executed by Gradin to the amount by NaiveGrid. In particular, the comparison cost ratio is 100% for NaiveGrid. (2) Filtering time defines the total amount of time spent in searching candidate fragments. All the evaluations are conducted by varying query graph size (the number of edges).
On B3000, Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9 (b) present the pruning power of UpdAII, UpdNo, NaiveGrid, and Gradin: Fig. 9(a) presents the comparison cost ratio of Gradin with grid density 5, 15, and 25 (referred to as Gradin-5, Gradin-15, and Gradin-25), respectively, while Fig. 9(b) only presents the filtering time of the Gradin with grid density 25 (it always outperforms the other two variants). On the one hand, when query size increases, the Gradin variant of a greater grid density receives better pruning power; however, the power gain is diminishing when grid density grows. On the other hand, the filtering time of all algorithms increases, when graph query size increases. In particular, (1) as query size increases from 3 to 10, the filtering time of Gradin increases from 0.046 to 1.387 seconds, which is close to the performance of UpdA11 (later, we will show that UpdAIl is 4-10 times slower in index construction and update.); and (2) in terms of filtering time, Gradin is up to 10 times faster than UpdNo, and is around 5 times faster than NaiveGrid.
On CAIDA, Fig. 9(d) and Fig. 9 (e) present consistent results: (1) Gradin with grid density 25 has the best pruning power, but the power gain is diminishing when grid density grows; and (2) in terms of filtering time, Gradin is close to UpdAII, is 10 times faster than UpdNo, and is up to 5 times faster than NaiveGrid.
In sum, the above results verify our theoretical analysis in Theorem 1.
Query processing time. We evaluate the total query pro cessing time of Gradin, UpdAII, UpdNo, NaiveGrid, and VF2. The total query processing time includes query decomposition time, filtering time, and fragment join time. In addition, all the evaluations are conducted by varying query graph size (the number of edges).
First, we studied the total query processing time of dif ferent techniques, and set the number of returned compatible subgraphs to be 100. Fig. 9 (c) and 9(f) present the total query processing time on B3000 and CAIDA, respectively. Since Gradin with grid density 25 always outperforms Gradin with density 5 or 15, we only present the query processing time of Gradin with grid density 25. On both data graphs, we observe two common trends: (1) Gradin processes queries as fast as UpdAIl does; (2) Gradin outperforms UpdNo up to 10 times; and (3) Gradin is up to 5 times faster than NaiveGrid. In particular, on B3000, as the query size grows from 3 to 10, the query processing time of Gradin increases from 0.046 to 1.62 seconds, while UpdNo's query processing time increases from 0.40 to 15.2 seconds, and NaiveGrid's query processing time increases from 0.27 to 6. 12 seconds, which achieves up to 10 times and 5 times speedup, respectively; meanwhile, on CAIDA, as the query size grows, the query processing time of Gradin increases from 0.29 to 1.98 seconds, while UpdNo's query processing time increases from 2.44 to 17.5 seconds, and NaiveGrid's query processing time increases from 1.46 to 9.98 seconds, which is around 8 times and 5 times speedup, respectively. Moreover, VF2 cannot scale on both B3000 and CAIDA: (1) on B3000, when the query size is more than 8, VF2 cannot process 100 queries within 12 hours; and (2) on CAIDA, even when the query size is 3, VF2 cannot process 100 queries within 6 hours. In the case of NaiveJoin, within 6 hours, it cannot process 100 queries of size 4 on B3000, and cannot process 100 queries of size 3 on CAIDA (not shown). Second, we investigated how VF2, NaiveJoin, and Gradin perform when the number of returned subgraphs is smaller by setting the number of returned subgraphs to be 5 or 10. The query processing time on B3000 is presented in Fig. lO(a) and Fig. lOeb) . Two observations are made: (1) VF2 is faster when the query size is small; and (2) Gradin performs better when the query size is relatively large (e. g. , 2: 8 edges). When a query graph is smaller, the number of matched subgraphs in a data graph is larger in general, and the amount of redundant search for VF2 is smaller as well. Since VF2 does not conduct a global pruning as Gradin does, VF2 earns a better performance when the query size is small. However, when a query graph is relatively large, the number of matched subgraphs decreases, and VF2 cannot successfully skip the redundant search. Meanwhile, the pruning power of Gradin is pronounced, especially when the query size gets larger. In particular, when the query size is 10, Gradin performs around 50 times better than VF2 if 5 subgraphs are returned, and around 100 times better if the number of returned subgraphs is 10. On CAIDA, even when the number of returned subgraphs is 5, VF2 cannot process 100 queries of size 3 within 6 hours (not shown); however, Gradin is able to process 100 queries of size 10 within 6 minutes (i. e. , 3.6 seconds per query). In the case of NaiveJoin, even when the number of returned subgraphs is 5, within 6 hours, it cannot process 100 queries of size 4 on B3000, and cannot process 100 queries of size 3 on CAIDA (not shown).
Remarks. (1) When a query graph's structure is indexed, Gradin can directly answer the query without fragment join. For example, we can answer query graph of size 3 on B3000 after the filtering phase. (2) We indexed fragments of no more than 3 edges on B3000, while the indexed fr agments on CAIDA have no more than 2 edges. On B3000, as the query size increases from 4 to 10, the fr agment join time increases fr om 0.004 to 0.20; meanwhile, on CAIDA, the fragment join time increases from 0.011 to 1.72, when the query size grows fr om 3 to 10. This shows that our fragment join algorithms effectively prune redundant search. The experiments also show that as less sophisticated structures are indexed, it usually takes more time on fragment join, since we need more query fr agments to cover a query graph, which results in a larger number of join operations. (3) As the fragment join time is largely reduced by our optimization techniques, the importance of reducing filtering time is highlighted. Using FracFilter, Gradin successfully reduces filtering time.
C. Indexing peiformance
In the second set of experiments, we investigated the in dexing performance of Gradin on the BCUBE of 3000 nodes (B3000) and the largest CAIDA graph (CAIDA). In particular, we built Gradin variants of grid density 5, 15, and 25, referred to as Gradin-5, Gradin-15, and Gradin-25.
Index construction. We evaluate index construction time and index siz e of UpdA11 and Gradin variants. Index construction time measures the amount of time spent in building index after graph fragments are mined, and we separately report the amount of time for mining graph fragments.
On B3000, we built Gradin variants and UpdA11 based on fr agments of no more than 3 edges. It took us 370 seconds to mine fragments from B3000, obtaining fragments of 5 different structures. Index construction time and index size of UpdA11 and Gradin variants are shown in Tables I and II, respectively. All Gradin variants take less time and space to build indices on B3000.
On CAIDA, we built Gradin variants and UpdA11 based on fr agments of no more than 2 edges, and mined fragments of 2 different structures including one-edge and two-edge paths in 268 seconds. The performance results are reported in Tables I  and II , respectively. All Gradin variants take less time and space to build indices on CAIDA as well.
Index update. We evaluate index update performance of Gradin and UpdA11 by measuring their update processing time while varying the percent of updated nodes. Given a data graph, the percent of updated nodes is the percentage of nodes whose labels are updated. Since a node might appear in multiple fragments, if the label of a node is updated, multiple fr agments might be simultaneously updated as well. Given a set of updated nodes, we first find the corresponding updated fr agments, and then apply those fragment updates to a graph index. The time spent in updating a graph index is referred to as update processing time.
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Percent of updated nodes (%) Percent of updated nodes (%) (a) Index update @B3000 (b) Index update@ CAIDA Fig. 11 . Update processing time on B3000 and CAIDA Fig. ilea) presents the update processing time of UpdAII, Gradin-5, Gradin-10, and Gradin-25 on B3000: (1) Gradin variants outperform UpdAII, and (2) when the percent of updated nodes increases, the update processing time of all algorithms increases. In sum, Gradin variants are about 10-20 times faster than UpdAIl on B3000. Fig. il(b) shows update processing time on CAIDA. The trends are consistent with those shown in Fig. 11(a) , and Gradin variants are 13-20 times faster than UpdA11 on CAIDA.
Remarks.
(1) As we consider more complex structures to build graph indices, it usually takes more time on index update. For both UpdA11 and Gradin, a more complex structure increases the number of dimensions of the corresponding search index, which in turn increases update complexity. (2) When Gradin-5 processes updates, about 40% of updates trigger bounded events, which requires no update operations on Gradin. However, this ratio drops from 40% to 15%, as we apply Gradin-25. Even though Gradin-25 takes more time to process updates that trigger migration events, it is still efficient since update operations are merely insertions and deletions on lists. In contrary, UpdA11 processes all updates with costly insertions and deletions on multi-dimensional search trees. It is Gradin's partial update strategy and inherent low-cost update operations that make Gradin more efficient on index update.
D. Scalability
In the third set of experiments, we investigated the scala bility of Gradin by varying the size of a BCUBE graph.
Constrained by security policies and communication la tency, a service placement usually considers a few racks in a data center 3 [14] , [20] . Suppose there are 40 machines in each rack 4 , we ranged the number of racks in a data center from 125 to 375 4 , and generated six BCUBE graphs of 5, 000, 7,000, 9,000, 11,000, 13,000, and 15,000 nodes.
Node labels and updates were generated from beta distri butions B( a, b) of estimated parameters. The reasons why we employed beta distributions include (1) per machine attributes (i. e. , available CPU time/memory) in ClusterData are normal ized between 0 and 1, while beta distribution is one of the widely-used distributions that could generate random numbers in such an interval; and (2) there exist efficient algorithms to estimate parameters a and b fr om sample data 5 . In particular, In addition, the grid density of Gradin is set to 25, and the indexed structures have no more than 2 edges.
Index construction. We evaluated index construction time and index size of Gradin by varying data graph size. As shown in Table III , When the graph size increases, for a data graph of 15,000 nodes with more than 150,000 edges, Gradin is constructed in less than lO minutes (including fragment mining), taking 229MB memory.
Index update. We evaluated the index update performance of Gradin by varying data graph size. In particular, the percent of updated nodes is fixed to 30%. As seen in Fig. 12(a) and 12(c), Gradin takes less than 2 seconds to process more than 9M updates, outperforms UpdA11 in all cases, and the resulting speedup is up to 20 times. Indeed, when data graph size gets larger, Gradin can efficiently process updates.
Query processing. We evaluated the query processing perfor mance of Gradin by varying data graph size. In particular, the query size (the number of edges) is fixed to 7, and Gradin returns the first 100 distinct compatible subgraphs. Since VF2 and NaiveJoin cannot scale on the query graphs of size 7 (they cannot process 100 query graphs within 6 hours), Fig. 12(b) and 12(d) only reports the query processing time of Gradin, UpdAII, NaiveGrid, and UpdNo. When a data graph has 15K nodes with more than 150K edges, Gradin can process a query graph of size 7 within 3 seconds in average. In terms of query processing time, Gradin is close to UpdAII, and outperforms UpdNo and NaiveGrid in all cases, with up to 8 times speedup.
E. Summary
We summarize the experimental results as follows. (1) Gradin is efficient for index updates. Gradin outperforms the baseline algorithm UpdAII, and the speedup is up to 10 times on our datasets. (2) The search algorithm and fragment join algorithms in Gradin accelerate query processing. Gradin out performs the baseline algorithms VF2, NaiveGrid, NaiveJoin, and UpdNo. While VF2 cannot scale on larger query graphs, Gradin processes all query graphs in 4 seconds, matches the query processing speed of UpdAII, and is up to 10 times and 5 times faster than UpdNo and NaiveGrid, respectively.
VII. RELATED WORK
Subgraph matching. Subgraph matching is one of the most critical primitives in many graph applications, such as pattern search in protein-protein interaction networks [42] , [47] , chemical compounds [17] , [40] , program invocation graphs [45] , [46] , and communication networks [14] , [36] . In these applications, subgraph matching queries have been defined in their own ways, and a variety of techniques have been proposed to resolve the corresponding challenges.
Subgraph matching queries are usually defined by the NP-hard subgraph isomorphism [12] . Although branch-and bound based algorithms, such as Ullmann's algorithm [34] and VF2 [8] , were proposed to improve the search efficiency, these algorithms still cannot scale on large graphs [9] , [40] .
To accelerate subgraph-isomorphism based subgraph match ing, a variety of graph indices have been proposed. Among them, substructure based indexing is the most widely adopted framework. Although the indexed substructures could be di verse, such as paths [13] , [46] , trees [26] , [42] , or general subgraphs [6] , [18] , [31] , [38] , [40] , they follow a common spirit: a small data graph, or a small region in a large data graph, is worth searching, if it contains a query graph's substructures. In addition, He et al. [17 ] proposed closure-tree, an R-tree-like search index, which only checks the data graphs that are similar to a query graph and prunes unpromising search for dissimilar data graphs.
In addition to exact matches, an inexact subgraph matching query is a more general and flexible graph primitive. Given a query graph, it aims to find similar subgraphs in data graphs, where similarity is usually defined by graph edit distance [41] . To speed up query processing, substructure based indices are widely adopted, such as Grafil [41] , SAPPER [45 ] , and many others [19] , [22] , [32] , [37 ] .
Note that all the graph indices discussed above are designed for static data graphs with discrete node/edge labels; however, in our problem setting, node/edge labels are dynamically updated, and these labels are numerical values. The above indices cannot efficiently process subgraph matching queries on dynamic graphs with numerical labels: (1) frequent graph updates result in serious index maintenance issues; and (2) numerical node/edge labels cannot be naturally supported by most of those indices. In this paper, we propose a graph index addressing these issues.
Meanwhile, variants of subgraph matching queries have been studied. Tong et al. [33] proposed a proximity-based score function, and the top-k subgraphs of the highest score are returned as output. Cheng et al. [7 ] relaxed matching conditions: instead of an adjacent node pair, a pair of reachable nodes in a data graph is also eligible to match an edge on a query graph. Similarly, in [47] , a pair of nodes that satisfy a pre-defined distance constraint is eligible to match an edge on a query graph as well. Moreover, Fan et al. [lO] , [11] defined subgraph matching by graph simulation, and Yu an et al. [44] studied the subgraph matching problem on uncertain graphs with categorical labels. Different from them, our work focuses subgraph-isomorphism based queries where data graphs have dynamically changing numerical labels.
Closer to our work are the studies from Wang et al. [4] , Mondal et al. [21] and Fan et al. [9 ] . In [9] , incremental algorithms are proposed to answer a fixed set of queries on dynamic graphs. In this paper, we consider a different setting and aim to serve arbitrary subgraph matching queries on dynamic graphs. Wang et al. [4] also considered the dynamic nature of data graphs; however, our work is different from theirs as follows: (1) in [4] , the proposed technique aims to answer approximate matching, while we propose a solution for exact matching; and (2) although node/edge uncertainty represented by numerical values are also considered, the proposed indexing technique is still based on categorical node/edge labels [35] ; thus it cannot solve the challenge in our problem setting. Mondal et al. [21] studied how to make node replication decisions based on dynamically changing workload to optimize the performance for queries such as reading neighbors' data. Instead, our work focuses on how to improve the performance for more sophisticated subgraph matching queries on dynamic graphs with numerical labels.
Multi-dimensional index. Multi-dimensional indices have been studied for applications that monitor moving objects. Early works [5 ] used variants of R-tree to index moving objects and accelerate rangelkNN queries; however, the update operations in these techniques are usually costly, while data points are frequently updated in the applications [28] , [30] . To address the issue from frequent data updates, grid based indices are proposed [3] , [23] , [27 ] , [28] , [43] . In particular, Chakka et al. [3] used a grid based index to manage a large number of trajectories, Mouratidis et al. [23] and Yu et al. [43] discussed how to use grid based indices to accelerate kNN queries, S idlauskas et al. [28] conducted an experimental study to compare grid based indices with variants of R tree in update-intensive applications, and the possibility of incorporating parallelism into grid based indices is investigated in [27 ] . Our grid based index shares this spirit. It differs in the following aspects. (1) We show theoretical results on a more general setting: instead of two-dimensional space widely discussed in the above works, we focus on indexing points in a general multi-dimensional space, and derive theoretical bounds for update and search performance. (2) We discuss how index parameters affect update and query performance with both theoretical and experimental results. (3) We investigate the feasibility and principles of applying multi-dimensional indices to prune redundant search for dynamic subgraph matching queries.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we identified a new important application of graph query in cloud computing and defined a general subgraph matching problem on dynamic graphs of numerical labels. We introduced a new method called Gradin to index graphs of numerical labels. Gradin can efficiently process frequent index updates and prune unpromising matches. In particular, FracFilter, one important component of Gradin, was proposed to keep the cost of update operations low and enable fast search. Minimum fr agment cover and fingerprint based pruning were proposed for fast query processing. Our experimental results have shown that Gradin has better index update and query processing performance in comparison to baseline algorithms.
